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I've always had hot chicks crushing on me but I could never do
anything about it. Until I found TRP. Here's a cool success story
and thank you.
May 31, 2018 | 1 upvotes | by wutzupyo

Been a long time lurker but never really took this stuff seriously or knew how to properly execute what I
was learning. Simply because I lacked confidence and had a fear of getting what I wanted.
I'm 22. Just graduated from college, tall, handsome, athletic, outgoing, etc. Since I was young, I always
got word of really hot girls having crushes on me but I could never do anything about it. I was terrified of
talking to girls.
Luckily, I went to a party school so it was really easy to get very drunk with my friends and hit on
sorority sluts later in the night. But this kind of sex never felt forfilling or fun after the matter. Party
because more often than not, I'd find out how godamn slutty they are but mostly because I was never
really developing a sense of attraction that makes them wet, boosts my ego and drive to bang them.
Anytime I pulled a girl that was really hot, I could never sustain it for more than two hookups because I
didn't know what I was doing. I'd pull a bunch of beta shit and think because I banged her once, I don't
need to try (which is true to an extent: just not true to the way I was handling it)
Anyways, I met a girl a week before graduating and found out she's from my hometown and this is right
as my confidence was boosting from TRP and I just did everything perfectly. I didn't text her just to text
her, I was direct, I called her out on bailing a couple times by saying things like, "It's fine. You aren't the
only indecisive bailer that I know."
Anyways, long story short. I spent a lot of time actually learning the theories on TRP and reading all-time
top posts and got laid by this girl and it was a great time. We went out for one drink and I used the teasing
theories very effectively which led us to drinking heavily, hooking up on the beach, and taking an uber
back to her place.
It is also important to note that she is really chill and I could tell has a handful of guy friends so to prove
my value and set my intentions, I started letting her know that I wanted to fuck. E.g. she got up to goto
the bathroom and said, "I'll be right back. Don't roofie me while I'm gone." (there was plenty of context to
make the joke friendly). So I kept teasing when she got back and about 15 minutes later I said, "Okay, I'm
going to run to the bathroom. You better not roofie me now." She goes, "Oh yeah, that's the only reason I
decided to go this date." I say, "So you could roofie me and take me home? I'm down for the roofies. But
I don't know if I'd go home with you." Walked away... Got back, and noticed her immediately making
more contact with me because I turned the tables on her.
Anyways, I didnt even proof read this or have the vocab terms memorized but thank you TRP experts. It's
legit shit you're teaching here.
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Comments

there doesn't seem to be anything here
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